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Teaching Problem Solving 

 

At the end of each school year I like to reflect back on my teaching successes and 
failures. “What’s working? What needs work?” 
 

Over the last few years it seems like there has been a decrease in my students’ 
problem-solving abilities in production and post-production related activities. At 
times it almost feels like there is a lack of student initiative to solve problems 
themselves. 
 
I began to wonder, “is it my fault as the instructor?” How many times have I ran 
over and quickly talked a student through a scenario or reached down and taken 
control of the mouse and clicked the problem away? Of course, as an instructor you 
need to appear knowledgeable about the subject, but how much help is too much 

help? 
 
When students are at college we most often think of the phrase “cutting the cord” in relation to the students 
and their parents, but I think we must be mindful that we too may need to “cut the cord” in the classroom as 
well. After completing our courses students will hopefully become employees where they will need to adapt 
as software and techniques evolve. I can’t even imagine how many software tutorials I have set through in 
my post undergraduate days to try and stay current or to learn an entirely new skill set. 
 
It occurs to me that perhaps my students have a different experience than I did. While I had excellent 
instructors in my production courses during my undergraduate studies none of them had a strong 
background in commercial and broadcast video production. My instruction on video editing software was a 
couple of class times reserved for watching video tutorials. We only had two computers with editing software 
and there was never anyone around to answer a question when your turn at the machine finally arrived. My 
students now benefit from rooms full of computers with editing software and instructors who have 
experienced most problems and often know the answer off hand. 
 
So how can we better prepare our students for problem technical issues that can and will arise? Here are a 
few of my thoughts:  
 
1. Empower. When students call me over with a software problem I often use the “video game analogy.” It 
goes something like this, “do you play video games?” For my production students the most typical answer is 
“yes.” “What do you do when get stuck in the game?” The student will often first explore the game to see if 
they can solve the problem on their own. If not they often then go to the web where they have a specific 
website they call on for answers or will pose the problem to their favorite search engine. They already know 
how to find answers, but for some they just haven’t made the connection on their own. 
 
2. Highlight helpful online resources. Search engines, Lynda.com, Creativecow.net, Videocopilot.net, 
Youtube.com, and Mediacollege.com are just a few of the helpful online resources. 
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3. Phone a friend. The teacher isn’t the only person that you can ask. I encourage students to communicate 
with their peers who may have encountered the same problem. 
 
4. Create assignments with built-in problems that students must solve. Perhaps a piece that needs audio, 
color, aspect ratio, bad edits or some other technical issue corrected. What better way to learn problem 
solving than being forced to find solutions? 
 
5. Of course as the instructor I am always there to answer questions, but the teacher should not always be 
the first line of defense. Once the student has sought the answer and failed to find it I will gladly help by 
using an online resource to find the answer with them or coach them while they operate the technology. 
 
In the never-ending quest to better serve our students I can’t think of a better way than to help them develop 
strategies to solve the various problems that will inevitably arise on the job. 
 

 

 


